Revisiting Disturbance: A New Guide for Keeping Dry Mixed Conifer Forests Healthy through Fuel Management

From a wildfire’s perspective, all live and dead vegetation is fuel and in dry mixed conifer forests of western North America, we have learned the hard way that trying to extinguish past fires has only served to create the accumulations of fuels that promote today’s large and uncharacteristic wildfires. The 2002 Biscuit Fire (over 500,000 acres) in Oregon, the 2007 Cascade Complex (302,376 acres) in Idaho, and the 2006 Tripod Complex (113,011 acres) in Washington, provided compelling motivation to manage live and dead vegetation in order to alter how a fire burns through these forests.

By strategically altering forest fuels, managers can often reduce wildfire damage to wildlife habitat, watersheds, and homes. However, fuel treatments can be difficult to plan and implement, given how many site-specific factors need to be considered, including economics, and other resource objectives. To help managers with planning and implementing fuel treatments, the Rocky Mountain Research Station, with support from the Joint Fire Science Program, has published A Comprehensive Guide to Fuel Management Practices for Dry Mixed Conifer Forests in the Northwestern United States (RMRS-GTR-292). Developed in close consultation with managers, the guide contains a synthesis of the best information on the management community’s most frequently asked questions about how to: balance multiple resource objectives, understand and choose among the broad range of available treatment options (including considerations for prescribed burn plans and flow charts to guide the choice of equipment for mechanical treatment), develop an efficient and effective monitoring plan, and understand the trade-offs among longevity, effectiveness, and cost of various treatment options. The guide, though focused on fuel treatments, contains management options for addressing many issues across an important and diverse forest ecosystem.

logistics, wildlife habitat, and safety. To assist managers with the choices and trade-offs involved in fuel management, the Joint Fire Science Program has supported the publication of several fuel management guides that cover selected U.S. regions.

Fuel management in the dry mixed conifer forests of the northwestern United States can be challenging. These forests cover a vast geographic area—over 37 million acres from the Black Hills in South Dakota to the Pacific Northwest—that includes portions of Northern California and the Klamath Mountains, the Pacific Northwest Interior, the northern and central Rocky Mountains, and Utah (see Figure 1). Also, a broad range of elevations, aspects, slopes, and species compositions are represented in these forests. The Joint Fire Science Program and the Rocky Mountain Research Station supported a synthesis of current knowledge concerning integrated fuels management in these widely-distributed, complex, and diverse forests, resulting in the publication A Comprehensive Guide to Fuels Management Practices for Dry Mixed Conifer Forests in the Northwestern United States (RMRS-GTR-292). This was produced by a team of research foresters from the USFS Rocky Mountain Research Station (Theresa Jain, Mike Battaglia, and Russ Graham) and their collaborators (Han-Sup Han, Humboldt State University; Christopher Keyes, University of Montana; and Jeremy Fried, USFS Pacific Northwest Research Station). Forestry technician Jonathan Sandquist with the Rocky Mountain Research Station also contributed to the guide. This guide incorporates extensive input from managers in the northwestern United States, including parts of the northern and central Rockies, and provides specific guidance on fuels treatment planning and implementation, and the feasibility and longevity of fuel treatments in the dry mixed conifer forest.

DEFINING THE NEED FOR A GUIDE TO MANAGING FUELS IN DRY MIXED CONIFER FORESTS

Fuel treatments are not designed to stop wildfires, but to modify fire behavior to increase the likelihood of desirable post-fire outcomes (green trees and intact soils), provide more effective opportunities for fire suppression, and/or protect homes, drinking water and other values important to society. Another important reason to alter vegetation through fuels management is firefighter safety, according to Russ Graham, who has been working in this field for 38 years and has authored several reports investigating some of the West’s most devastating wildfires. He suggests that social norms lead to firefighters attempting to save homes and other property, despite the often significant risks to their own safety. “We’re putting young men and women out there to fight very large, dangerous, and sometimes unpredictable fires, made all the more so by excessive fuel, so firefighter safety is probably one of the biggest reasons we need fuel treatments,” Graham noted.

“Before we started writing, we went to managers. Mike Battaglia pointed out, “to protect our forests so that they still contain live trees, shrubs, grasses, forbs and productive soils that provide wildlife habitat and clean water.”

One of the challenges of fuel management is that there is no “one-size-fits-all” approach that can be applied to these forests on a broad scale. The main goal of this guide is to synthesize the current science so it is accessible and useful to forest managers, and to provide information that stimulates critical thinking about options and informs decisions concerning fuels management strategies that integrate multiple objectives, including wildlife habitat, clean water, and recreational values. The researchers hope that every manager and those who make management decisions concerning dry mixed conifer forests will read, learn from, and consult this guide—and find it helpful. To ensure that the guide is relevant, the team interviewed over one hundred land and resource managers. Mike Battaglia pointed out, “We wanted to have specific, relevant comments from the people implementing treatments,” explained Jain, “and we chose to add these comments so readers can see that we provided information that
reflects the challenges and knowledge from the field.”

The guide begins by describing the dry mixed conifer forests and the ecological characteristics that must be considered to develop effective management strategies. These forests occur over a very broad geographic range, with a great deal of variability in topography, climate, soils, and disturbance history. “This variation creates a forest mosaic that looks different from the expansive pure stands of ponderosa pine found elsewhere in the western United States,” according to Jonathan Sandquist. For example, in the Northern California and Klamath Mountains region, dominant tree species include Douglas-fir, incense cedar, sugar pine, and western white pine, whereas in Utah, you are more likely to find Douglas-fir growing with aspen, lodgepole pine, ponderosa pine, white fir, and subalpine fir. The first section of the guide characterizes these ecological settings by describing the 20 different vegetation types that comprise dry mixed conifer forests by region, and discusses the role of disturbance (e.g., disease, insects, and human activity), climate, and the impacts of past management.

Battaglia pointed out, “Before we started writing, we went to the managers with a set of questions to figure out what was important to them, and which factors they consider when they treat fuels.”
all of which have played a major role in creating the forests we see today.

Historically, dry mixed conifer forests were characterized by low- and mixed-severity wildfire regimes, but fire suppression has created accumulations of fuels in some areas. To understand the scope of the current fuels treatment challenge in these forests, FIA (Forest Inventory and Analysis) scientist Jeremy Fried provided a characterization of the current fire hazard using data collected by the FIA Program. According to Fried, understanding the current fire hazard conditions in these forests is a critical first step that should precede assessing treatment options, evaluating the cost of these treatments, and quantifying any potential offsetting revenues—topics that are covered in later portions of the guide. Looking at FIA’s statistically-

representative sample of the forested landscape, he found that most of the area would benefit from some level of treatment to reduce the fire hazard. Up to 80 percent of the dry mixed conifer forests contained at least one of the defined hazard elements and up to 20 to 30 percent contained all four (see graph for an explanation of the hazard elements). This analysis is supplemented with an appendix of information-rich histogram graphics, which are organized by subregion and forest-type group. Managers can rely on this information as a useful baseline against which any individual stand can be compared. One can ask, for example, ‘is this stand at the high end of the hazard spectrum or somewhere in the middle relative to the rest of the forests of similar type in the area?’

**PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING FUELS TREATMENTS IN THESE FORESTS**

One key challenge for many managers planning fuel treatments is that
“The managers agreed that actually implementing fuels treatments was not nearly as difficult as the detailed, and sometimes complex, planning process that leads up to implementation, given the broad range of resource objectives that must be considered,” Jain noted.

Mechanical treatments reduce understory fuels. These photos show the Warm Lake Highway Project in Idaho before treatment (top), during mulching of surface and ladder fuels (middle), and after treatment (bottom) (photo credit: Graham et al, 2009).
A key decision point in fuels treatment planning is selecting the best approach for altering and removing live and dead vegetation. The two most common choices are prescribed fire (excess fuel is removed by combustion) and mechanical fuel treatment (excess fuel is mechanically removed or modified). Prescribed fire can be cost-effective and, since fire has always played a role in this landscape, it can be seen as closely mimicking a natural process in many cases. The guide provides information on prescribed-fire use in this region, including discussion of developing a burn plan, implementing fire, and unique forest attributes that favor specific post-fire outcomes. Comments from managers are featured prominently in this chapter (Chapter 9), and the importance of expert knowledge is stressed throughout in determining when to ignite a prescribed fire. One manager quoted in this section advised: “When developing a burn plan, it needs to be specific enough to successfully implement the burn, but allow enough flexibility that the project is not pushed into a corner, losing sight of the scope and purpose of the burn. It’s a matter of finding the right balance.”

Prescribed fire can be a hard sell in many communities—one mistake can set back acceptance of the approach for a long time to come—and the timing must be such that the winds speeds are low and the fuels are neither too wet nor too dry. Partly because of these realities, mechanical methods are more frequently chosen in most areas. Through interviews, the researchers learned that managers need guidance on how best to implement mechanical treatments in dry mixed conifer forests. This treatment usually involves the deployment of large, mechanized equipment and can be expensive. In some cases, the volume of the timber harvested as part of the treatment may be sufficient to cover treatment costs, and even produce revenue in excess of costs, but some mechanical treatments do not produce much, if any, commercially-valuable timber. Professor Han-Sup Han estimated that the cost of mechanical treatment ranges from $150 to over $2000 per acre, and that costs are greatest when access is difficult, the ground is steep, and there is a lot of material to be removed or modified. “You can’t just cut trees down and leave them, you may have to haul them out, grind and spread them,” he says, which adds to the cost. In his conversations with managers, Han found that many sought information about which types of equipment to use. “My answer was, usually, it depends

Figure 2. This flow chart, as found in p. 143 of the guide, illustrates the process of selecting a mechanical fuels treatment when leaving biomass on the site. The other side of this chart (not shown here but found on p. 144 in the guide) shows the sequence of decisions to be made when selecting a mechanical fuels treatment and removing biomass. Combined with the information in the guide itself, this flowchart can serve as a resource that may help managers make decisions regarding treatments designed to alter fire severity and behavior.
what you want to do and how, and the current situation you have on site. But they wanted more specific answers and a strategy for selecting the best equipment for specific jobs.” To meet this need, Han created a systematic approach for selecting equipment for different situations and purposes in the form of a series of flow charts that guide situation specific equipment choices. The charts are included as part of this fuels treatment guide (see Figure 2) in the hope that they will serve as a useful planning tool.

Prescribed fire or mechanical treatments are not the only options for altering fuels; the use of biological and chemical alternatives is also addressed in this guide. For example, goats (and other ungulates) or herbicides can alter surface fuels where other mechanical techniques may not appropriate, effective or feasible. Space precluded a lengthy discussion of each of these techniques, but Jain noted that a goal of the guide was to be a portal for managers and landowners to other relevant information, which is compiled at the end of each chapter.

Monitoring the effectiveness of fuel treatments is important because, as Fried states, “We spend a lot of taxpayer money making fuels treatments happen on public land, and it behooves us to seek evidence that indicates whether what we’re doing is making a difference.”

Monitoring plays an important role at two levels. On the surface, we can ask, did the treatment accomplish what we intended and expected,” Fried explained. At a deeper level, we can monitor what occurs after an area burns, and compare pre- and post-fire conditions in places that were treated and not treated to get a sense of the extent to which fuel reduction reduced unwanted fire behavior. The guide acknowledges that time and funding to conduct monitoring are too often limited, but suggests that a well-designed monitoring protocol can help to maximize return on investment. To this end, the guide covers the most important aspects of developing a monitoring plan, including the most important questions to consider, the elements of a monitoring design, and the payoff of investing in a statistically-representative sampling effort. The information that can be gained from monitoring fuels treatments is integral to achieving an effective and efficient fuels management program over the long haul.

THE REALITY CHECK ON FUEL MANAGEMENT OPTIONS:
ECONOMICS AND LONGEVITY OF TREATMENTS

In the past several decades, the cost of fighting wildfires has increased dramatically, due to a variety of factors. In recent years, almost half of the U.S. Forest Service budget has been spent on wildfire suppression. Although systematic implementation of fuel treatments has potential to reduce firefighting costs, today’s reality is that the extensive area in need of costly fuel treatments exceeds the budget available for these treatments on most National Forests. In the final section of the guide, the scientists sought to estimate how much of the dry mixed conifer forest in the Northwest U.S. can feasibly receive effective treatment and the extent to which such treatments can cover costs via sales of merchantable wood and bioenergy. Fried used a modeling approach based on FIA data to compute hazard ratings, treatment cost models, fuel treatment effectiveness criteria, and a raw-material hauling cost model to explore various treatment scenarios for this guide. He found that effective, hazard-reducing treatment was technically possible in some of these forests (roughly 35 to 60 percent, depending on the subregion), with the remainder resistant to hazard reduction due to initial stand structure or accessibility issues. Of this treatable area, only a third to half could be treated with costs fully covered by sales of products. He sums it up thusly: “The number of places where you can go out and achieve effective treatment at reasonable cost is lower than you might like or expect.”

One important conclusion from this analysis is that it is important to consider the economics of fuel treatment options and pursue all options that promote self-funding treatments (e.g., with revenues coming from using removed material for wood products or biofuel) given the current and probable future budgets for this type of work.

Another aspect of the economics and feasibility of fuels treatments is how long the treatments will last, without renewal, before their effectiveness dissipates. According to Chris Keyes, we haven’t been doing fuel treatments for all
that long, so in the past managers may have been satisfied with projects that showed a positive effect in the short- to medium-term. But now that we have fuel treatments that are 10-15 years old, managers increasingly understand the need to assess and predict fuel treatment longevity, and to incorporate this information in communications with interested stakeholders during the decision process. He explained, “What’s left behind after a treatment is a dynamic complex of live and dead plants that continue to change. So as soon as we walk away, we have elements that are expanding or increasing, some that are degrading or deteriorating, and some that are shifting from one fuel type to another—for example, live trees die, transition into snags, and eventually fall and convert into down wood and surface fuel. Such changes have direct, and sometimes profound, impacts on fire behavior that determine the effectiveness of the treatment.” He further explained there is a trade-off between a fuel treatment’s short-term effects and its longevity. For example, when implementing a treatment that produces a great initial impact (i.e., many trees are removed), ladder fuel amounts can recover quickly because removal of trees produces more sunlight where the seedlings and saplings grow. The final chapter of the guide discusses these trade-offs, and how managers might go about balancing these competing objectives by planning fuel treatment regimes over the longer term.

The diverse manifestations of dry mixed conifer forests (e.g., with respect to age, structure, understory and species composition) preclude a single prescriptive fuel treatment recipe that can be widely and consistently applied. With this in mind, the guide is intended to provide information and tools to managers so they can develop the fuel treatments that best match the dry mixed conifer forests that they manage, and the local resource objectives, social values and economic realities. Specifically, the researchers suggest that the guide would be of particular use to fuel specialists, but that most resource specialists—from silviculturists to wildlife biologists—would find it helpful. No one should be intimidated by the guide’s heft, said Mike Battaglia. “You don’t have to, say, read chapter three to understand chapter four. If you have a question about planning, or integrated fuel treatments, you can just pick it up and read that portion.” An important additional component of the fuels management guide is a web-based interactive literature list that provides links (where available) to the background literature used and allows users interested in digging deeper in any topic area to quickly access the original source. Since all live and dead vegetation is fuel, the scientists who produced this guide will consider it a success if managers, decision makers, policy makers and the public can rely on it for the latest and most relevant information they need for managing these forests.
SELECTED MANAGER COMMENTS FROM THE GUIDE

The researchers who wrote this guide intend for it to be a useful and practical reference for managers who are attempting to integrate multiple resource objectives. As such, they developed the content in close consultation with a variety of resource managers—from vegetation managers and fire management officers to wildlife biologists, hydrologists, and forest staff officers, to name a few. This list represents a selection of manager comments that the researchers found helpful in framing the guide’s content and maximizing its utility to the management community.

- “There are many decision support tools and all must have a use, otherwise they would not have been developed. However, some are too complicated or cumbersome and there is insufficient time to learn them or use them effectively. The tools that are commonly used tend to have regional or national support.”

- “The job of the fuels specialist is to work with a wildlife biologist and silviculturist to quantify the risk of habitat loss from severe wildfire with and without treatment and weigh those risks against the impacts from a fuel treatment. In this way, the decision maker can make informed decisions and communicate about relative risk to the habitat.”

- “Spatial context is crucial when designing fuel treatments to reduce the likelihood of crown fire. Nature is messy and not all treatments need spacing between all trees on a given site. Spacing between clumps of trees will effectively minimize sustained crown fires and sometimes the clumpy nature of these stands provides habitat elements as well.”

- “Most deliberate human-caused ignitions prior to 1850 were in late-winter/early spring and in fall, before and after the primary growing season. Accidental human-caused fires could occur at any time of the year (escaped campfires). Deliberate human ignitions during the growing season were most often acts of war, intended to drive enemies or deprive them of cover or food. We need to stop pretending that human-caused fires did not occur over the last 15,000+ years.”
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